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Abstract

As a result of well-publicized security concerns with di-
rect recording electronic (DRE) voting, there is a growing
call for systems that employ some form of paper artifact to
provide a verifiable physical record of a voter’s choices. In
this paper, we present a system we are developing to sup-
port a multi-institution, cross-disciplinary research project
examining issues that arise when paper ballots are used
in elections. We survey the motivating factors behind our
work, discuss the special constraints raised in processing
ballots as opposed to more general document images, and
describe the current status of our system.

1. Introduction

Florida’s infamous “butterfly ballot” and its “hanging
chads,” resulting in politically-charged calls for a recount
during the 2000 U.S. Presidential Election, have initiated
the most dramatic series of changes in America’s voting his-
tory. Soon after the subsequent push for widespread adop-
tion of electronic voting equipment, computer security ex-
perts and concerned citizens began raising serious questions
about the reliability and trustworthiness of such systems
when collecting, storing, and tabulating votes [3, 6, 7, 8, 14,
23]. Direct Record Electronic (DRE) voting, once seen as
a straightforward albeit expensive solution, is increasingly
viewed as an unacceptable compromise [5, 20]. As a result,
there is a growing call for voting systems that employ some
form of paper artifact to provide a verifiable physical record
of a voter’s choices. Often, this takes the form of a hand- or
machine-marked paper ballot which is processed by an op-
tical scanning system and then safely secured in the event a
recount becomes necessary.

Paper is not new to elections, of course, and issues relat-
ing to the design and use of paper ballots have been exten-
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sively studied in the past [9, 15]. Mark-sense readers pre-
ceded OCR by several decades: the IBM 805 Test Scoring
Machine was introduced in 1937. Because punch card tech-
nology was already well developed, it was easy to add sen-
sors to detect conductive marks made by “electrographic”
pencils. Optical Mark Recognition (OMR), introduced in
the 1950’s, measured reflectivity instead of resistance, al-
lowing use of a much wider range of writing instruments for
multiple choice examinations. For standardized examina-
tions, the questions were printed next to the “bubbles.” For
low volume tests, general-purpose answer sheets, with num-
bered rows and columns of bubbles, were used in conjunc-
tion with an instruction sheet. The bubbles were relatively
large and the marks had to fill most of the bubble in order to
be surely sensed. This technology was eventually adapted
to election ballots modeled on the classic Australian secret
ballots which had been in use since 1858 (when they were,
of course, counted by hand).

The development of reliable, low-cost facsimile scanners
had an impact on OMR just as it did on OCR. The sen-
sors now swept the entire page, and even small marks were
covered several times by several sensors as the paper trans-
port slid the page under the sensor bar. Image processing
techniques could now be applied to discriminate marks ac-
cording to shape and color rather than only total reflectance.
This lead to new designs for more space-efficient and more
easily applicable marks, such as horizontal or vertical line
segments in a diamond, or filling a gap in a broken arrow.

Despite this history, introducing (or, rather, re-
introducing) paper into the modern election process is not
without its own controversy. While there are a myriad of
non-technical concerns that have been voiced, ranging from
a feeling that paper is “old fashioned,” to worries about in-
creased “litter,” and the added cost of the required consum-
ables (paper ballots, ink/toner for printers, etc.), eliminating
or mitigating drawbacks associated with hardcopy offers an
intriguing set of problems that merit serious consideration
by the document analysis research community.

In a draft report on Voluntary Voting Systems Guide-
lines for 2007 [4], the Security and Transparency Subcom-
mittee for the Technical Guidelines Development Commit-
tee of the National Institute of Standards and Technology
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(NIST) observes that the use of paper to provide indepen-
dent auditing capabilities in elections is entirely practical,
but that there are undeniably open technical issues that can
and should be addressed:

“The widespread adoption of voting systems in-
corporating paper did not seem to cause any
widespread problems in the November 2006 elec-
tions. But, the use of paper in elections places
more stress on (1) the capabilities of voting sys-
tem technology, (2) of voters to verify their accu-
racy, and (3) of election workers to securely han-
dle the ballots and accurately count them. Clearly,
the needs of voters and election officials need
to be addressed with improved and new technol-
ogy. The STS believes that current paper-based
approaches can be improved to be significantly
more usable to voters and election officials ...”

Today, paper is treated as an “add-on” when it should be an
integral component in trustworthy voting technology. Much
attention is now being paid to other parts of election sys-
tems; substantial benefits should likewise accrue when pa-
per artifacts are accorded the attention they deserve.

Examples of the issues faced in using paper abound. In
Chester County, Pennsylvania, a close election that would
determine the majority party in the State House of Rep-
resentatives was disputed when one party insisted that a
recount be conducted by running the optical scan ballots
through a different brand of scanner hardware, noting that
the tallies can vary depending on the system in use [1]. In-
terestingly, the same recommendation arose in consulting
firm Booz Allen Hamilton’s analysis of a well-publicized
problem in scoring the October 2005 SAT test [2]. An
apparent discrepancy between paper ballots that had been
machine-counted versus those that had been hand-counted
led to a heated debate in the 2008 New Hampshire Demo-
cratic Primary [24].

There is, of course, a connection between ballot read-
ing and automatic forms processing, a topic which has been
heavily studied in our field (e.g., [11, 12, 13]), as well as to
the scoring of standardized tests, as noted earlier. Process-
ing paper ballots used in elections differs from these other
tasks in important ways, however. The range of individu-
als who use a paper ballot is likely to be much greater than
other forms applications, since all citizens meeting certain
basic requirements are entitled to vote in a country’s elec-
tions. A certain percentage of voters are only semi-literate,
non-native speakers, or suffer from various disabilities that
may interfere with their ability to read or mark a ballot. An-
other requirement which can be legally mandated is that
ballots must preserve a voter’s anonymity. This precludes
including any unique identifier on the ballot in advance of
the election, as well as attempts to contact a voter after-the-

fact should his/her selections prove unreadable. Since elec-
tions are held infrequently, voting equipment sits unused for
months-on-end, often in storage environments that are not
conducive to longevity of the hardware. Maintaining chain-
of-custody is a critical security requirement for all election
records. Finally, while there is no direct financial interest in
an election’s results, there is tremendous public interest; the
process of casting and counting votes must be transparent
and trustworthy.

In this paper, we present a software system we are devel-
oping to support a multi-institution, cross-disciplinary re-
search project examining issues that arise when paper bal-
lots are used in elections. Our BallotTool application con-
sists of a collection of software components integrated in
a graphical user interface with versions that run under the
Linux and Microsoft Windows operating systems. Func-
tionality is provided for a number of document analysis and
human factors experiments we are planning to conduct.

While our examples are drawn from recent experiences
in the United States, many of the questions we are studying
have implications in other countries as well; with the in-
stantaneous communication provided by the Internet, a vot-
ing system proven insecure in one locale cannot be trusted
in any other. We survey the motivating factors behind our
project, discuss the special constraints raised in processing
ballots as opposed to more general document images, and
describe the current status of our system. Further details
concerning our ongoing work can be found on the PER-
FECT project website [22].

2. Issues in Electronic Voting Research

The system we are building consists of a number of soft-
ware components for supporting voting research centered
around paper ballots. This includes tools for defining bal-
lot layouts, processing voted ballots, conducting recounts,
and confirming the accuracy of machine ballot reading. We
are also developing frameworks for conducting large-scale
studies of human and computer performance in interpret-
ing the marks made by voters on ballots. Below, we briefly
highlight some of the basic problems we are working to ad-
dress in our research:

• Undetected failures in the machine reading of ballots.
As noted previously, there is usually no warning when
recognition errors arise in optical scan systems [1, 2];
processing the ballot a second time may lead to a dif-
ferent result [25].

• Systematic errors due to ballot layout. Our past work
in OCR demonstrated that recognition errors are not
uniformly distributed across the page [17]; the same
observation may be true of ballots, a fact which may
disadvantage one candidate over another based purely



Figure 1. BallotTool system displaying the Lehigh-Muhlenberg simulated survey form.

on where a name appears on the ballot sheet. (It is
already well understood that ballot layout can have an
impact on voter behavior.)

• High cost of manual recounts. Recounting all of the
ballots in a large geographic area can be expensive,
both in terms of time and money.

• Human error and human bias in performing audits and
recounts. While human ballot readers are deserving of
more trust than machines, at least as of today, they also
bring with them personal biases which may intention-
ally or unintentionally alter the outcome of an election.
Recounts also present opportunities for collusion.

• Computer “hackers” attempting to manipulate the
vote. This fear is the driving force behind the push
toward paper ballots, but it should be noted that the
electronics of optical scan systems have been proven
to be just as vulnerable as DRE systems [7, 10].

• Traditional ballot-box stuffing. While there is no such
thing as a perfectly secure voting system, some ap-
proaches are safer than others, a mantra that should
be always kept in mind. Low-tech approaches have

undoubtedly resulted in the theft of more elections
throughout history than the current cyberthreats that
now receive so much media attention.

• The need to preserve anonymity. Many solutions that
come to mind for securing and processing paper bal-
lots place the anonymity of voters at risk. It is for
this reason, for example, that current approaches for
providing a Voter Verified Paper Audit Trail (VVPAT),
an alternative that has been proposed to paper ballots,
cannot be certified for use in Pennsylvania and certain
other states. Since existing VVPAT printers maintain
their audit trails sequentially, it would be possible to
recover a voter’s votes by noting the order in which
people use the machine and later obtaining a copy of
the paper tape. Likewise, schemes for pre-printing a
unique ID on each ballot also fall under suspicion.

• Voter error. As noted previously, the range of in-
dividuals who vote in a country’s elections reflects
a broad spectrum of educational levels and literacy
skills. Some voting technologies are more likely to in-
duce errors than others; simply blaming the voter in
all such cases is not appropriate. The Florida butterfly
ballot, cited at the beginning of our paper, is a perfect



<election ID="election001" Election="Lehigh-Muhlenberg Survey"
bb_x1="10" bb_y1="10" bb_x2="2542" bb_y2="3290">

<race ID="race001" Race="The War in Iraq" VoteFor="1"
bb_x1="350" bb_y1="1050" bb_x2="800" bb_y2="1105">

<candidate ID="cand001" Candidate="Very Important"
bbl_x1="830" bbl_y1="890" bbl_x2="1060" bbl_y2="1020"

bbt_x1="900" bbt_y1="1050" bbt_x2="990" bbt_y2="1105">
<candidate ID="cand002" Candidate="Somewhat Important"

bbl_x1="1130" bbl_y1="890" bbl_x2="1360" bbl_y2="1020"
bbt_x1="1200" bbt_y1="1050" bbt_x2="1290" bbt_y2="1105">

<candidate ID="cand003" Candidate="Not Too Important"
bbl_x1="1430" bbl_y1="890" bbl_x2="1660" bbl_y2="1020"

bbt_x1="1500" bbt_y1="1050" bbt_x2="1590" bbt_y2="1105">
<candidate ID="cand004" Candidate="Not At All Important"

bbl_x1="1730" bbl_y1="890" bbl_x2="1960" bbl_y2="1020"
bbt_x1="1800" bbt_y1="1050" bbt_x2="1890" bbt_y2="1105">

</race>
<race ID="race002" Race="Global Warming" VoteFor="1"

bb_x1="350" bb_y1="1110" bb_x2="800" bb_y2="1165">
<candidate ID="cand001" Candidate="Very Important"

bbl_x1="830" bbl_y1="890" bbl_x2="1060" bbl_y2="1020"
bbt_x1="900" bbt_y1="1110" bbt_x2="990" bbt_y2="1165">

,,,

Figure 2. Portion of the definition file for the Lehigh-Muhlenberg simulated survey form.

example of this.

• Interpretation of marginal markings. The crux for
much of what we are studying is that two different
ballot readers – humans and/or machines – may inter-
pret the same marking differently. Such markings are
called “marginal,” which is, of course, a relative term.
Whether or not the ballot includes explicit instructions
for how it should be marked, and whether or not the
voter follows such instructions, legislation is usually
written in terms of voter intent. In other words, mark-
ings that appear to reflect a voter’s desires should not
be disqualified for purely technical reasons.

• Testing and certification of electronic voting systems.
While the federal and state governments ostensibly test
and certify electronic voting systems before they can
be used in real elections, such evaluations are rudi-
mentary at best. In Pennsylvania, for example, opti-
cal scan systems are tested by running 12 ballots and
confirming that the tallies are correct. The shortcom-
ings of this current approach to government qualifica-
tion was dramatically demonstrated when California
and Ohio contracted with independent security consul-
tants to test voting systems used in their states, only to
find numerous serious security holes that had passed
the original certification process [5, 20].

3. The BallotTool System

In this section, we describe the prototype BallotTool sys-
tem we are building to support our research on paper-based
ballot processing. BallotTool contains a collection of use-
ful software components for manipulating ballot images and
their associated metadata. The BallotTool graphical user in-
terface (GUI) is written in the popular Tcl/Tk scripting lan-
guage [21] with versions that run under both the Linux and
Microsoft Windows operating systems, where it also makes
use of the standard Netpbm open source toolkit for manipu-
lating image files [19]. Although our planned work covers a
broad range of questions, many of them are centered around
the image of a single ballot. Rather than develop a separate
program for each task, BallotTool provides common func-
tionality that is shared across a number of different appli-
cations, as will be described in the remainder of this paper.
See Figure 1 for a screen snapshot of BallotTool in one of
its operating modes: defining a basic ballot layout.

Underlying the BallotTool system is an XML-like lan-
guage we have developed for describing ballots and elec-
tions. This provides a common representational framework
for all of the applications we plan to study. Input is assumed
to be a blank ballot image in PDF or TIF format. Metadata
is built up through human interaction with the system, or,
in certain cases, generated automatically. Figure 2 shows



a fragment of the specification corresponding to the ballot
from Figure 1.

3.1. Ballot Definition

In addition to specifying the bounding box coordinates
for relevant regions on the page, ballot definition must de-
scribe the logical components (i.e., the semantics) of the
election in question. Briefly, an election consists of some
number of races, and each race contains some number of
candidates.1 A voter might cast a vote for one or more can-
didates in each race. Some elections permit multiple votes
in a given race, while other times this would be considered
an “overvote” which invalidates all the voter’s choices in
that race. Undervoting (casting fewer votes in a race than
one is permitted) is also a possibility that must be accounted
for, of course.

Our ballot definition file format is designed to be suffi-
ciently expressive to handle all of our intended applications
throughout the course of the project.

3.2. Ballot Interpretation

As noted earlier, a significant portion of our research sur-
rounds the issue of voter intent and the ways it might be in-
terpreted by human and machine ballot readers. The notion
of “ground-truth” – that is, the single correct answer as de-
termined by a human observer which the machine then tries
to obtain – has less relevance here than it does in traditional
document analysis experiments [16].

BallotTool supports the collection of vote/no-vote judg-
ments from human judges in an intuitive, point-and-click
fashion. As will be described shortly, the results from ma-
chine processing of ballot images can be displayed for hu-
man feedback as well. In concert with our ballot specifica-
tion language, allowances are made for multiple conflicting
interpretations for each mark.2

3.3. Synthetic Ballot Generation

Our research on paper ballot processing includes a num-
ber of data collection and generation activities that are de-
scribed more fully in a companion paper [18]. Here we
briefly note that while it is often possible to obtain blank
ballot images, real ballots that have been marked by voters
for use in an election are normally subject to legal restric-
tions. Barriers to obtaining “live” data are not unknown

1It should be understood that these terms are used abstractly. Candi-
dates, for example, need not be human, rather, they are choices a voter
makes in response to the question posed by a race. This point is illustrated
by the example in Figures 1 and 2.

2Of course, in real elections, such conflicts must eventually be resolved
through processes dictated by relevant legislation and/or the legal system.

in the field of document analysis research (scanned check
images are likewise considered sensitive, for obvious rea-
sons), but this may be one application area where the hur-
dles are insurmountable. Hence, we are currently conduct-
ing our own data collection activities using “simulated” bal-
lots (e.g., the Lehigh-Muhlenberg survey form shown ear-
lier), as well as developing tools for generating large quan-
tities of realistic-looking synthetic ballot images.

For generating synthetic ballot images, the relevant fields
from the ballot specification include the race definitions (the
candidates in each race, the maximum number of choices
permitted, the rates at which each candidate receives a vote
if the ballot is being generated randomly, etc.), as well as
the physical locations of the appropriate mark targets (e.g.,
the ovals which the voter is expected to fill in, indicated in
orange in Figure 1).

In addition to the ballot substrate, ballot synthesis also
requires a supply of previously drawn markings. This can
be assembled in any of several ways: scanned off of pa-
per ballots, drawn on-screen using a digitizing tablet, etc.
Marks can be added to the ballot image either by superim-
posing them on the target (in this case, the mark must be
drawn with a transparent background) or by replacing the
target/mark combination as a single component.

Our software converts ballot and mark images to PNM
format before they are manipulated. Image-based transfor-
mations are provided so that a single mark can be given a
variety of visible manifestations. Marks can be scaled inde-
pendently in the x- and y-dimensions, and they can be ro-
tated by an arbitrary amount. The color of the mark can also
be remapped before it is placed in the ballot image. Finally,
the new ballot image is converted to TIF format using LZW
compression. A PDF version (for printing purposes) is also
created at the same time. Examples of the variations created
from a single input checkmark are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Variations synthesized from a sin-
gle input checkmark.

Complete collections of synthetic ballots (i.e., “elec-
tions”) possessing certain desired properties can, of course,
be generated just as easily. The specification in this case
includes the number of ballots (voters), selection rates for
each candidate (including possible correlations between re-
lated candidates), overvote and undervote rates, etc.



4. Unbiased Visual Auditing

One of the goals we are pursuing in our research is the
development of semi-automated tools to help eliminate hu-
man bias in auditing election results. Bias arises because
people naturally have an inherent preference for particular
candidates or issues.

Current procedures for manually recounting paper bal-
lots can be regarded as largely social processes, with two or
more representatives from competing political parties ex-
amining each ballot one-by-one and debating, sometimes
heatedly, whether a given mark should be counted as a vote.
While such a process is ostensibly intended to minimize the
effects of bias, it clearly is suspect. Election fraud could be
carried out by attempting to manipulate the angle at which
a ballot is viewed by the other party, or by surreptitiously
adding spurious marks to ballots, thereby invalidating them
(because of conflicting marks) in subsequent recounts. If
votes are counted on displays of digital ballot images in-
stead, these subterfuges are rendered essentially unwork-
able. There remains, however, the possibility of voluntary
or involuntary bias in counting.

Using our software for creating synthetic ballot images,
two colleagues from the social sciences are now performing
a study of how human evaluators judge ballot marks. The
results demonstrate important variation in how people judge
voter intent, an important criterion used in many state elec-
tion laws. In some cases nearly identical marks are judged
very differently by human evaluators. Figure 4 depicts a
specific instance from this study, a small portion of a sim-
ulated survey form that purported to reflect a respondent’s
attitudes on a number of politically related issues. This es-
tablishes a context under which a test subject’s evaluation
of a marginal ballot marking may be biased. Establishing
the determinants of such judgments is an important element
of our ongoing research. In particular, we are examining
the relative effects of the social characteristics of the judges
(partisanship, age, etc.) and contextual information (votes
on the same ballot on related questions) provided by dif-
ferent ballot designs in judgments human evaluators make
regarding voter intent.

We are planning to conduct experiments that may lead to
simple ways of avoiding such bias. These experiments will
make use of the ballot images generated using the software
described earlier.

One set of experiments will consist of comparing human
vote counts using context versus human counts without us-
ing context (oddly called “blind recording”). Context is
present when enough of the ballot is visible to the human
counter to identify the party, candidate, or proposition for
which a vote was cast. Context is absent when only the
mark area is displayed. The screen snapshots in Figure 5
illustrates the steps required to eliminate context and enable

Figure 4. Fragments from our study examin-
ing human interpretation of a simulated po-
litical survey. Left: interpreted as a vote for
Clinton 15% of the time and a vote for Giu-
liani 2% of the time. Right: interpreted as a
vote for Clinton 10% of the time and a vote
for Giuliani 12% of the time.

blind audits.
This figure again depicts the BallotTool software, this

time running in a different mode. The topmost image (a)
in Figure 5 shows the original ballot with all labels visible.
The middle image (b) shows the ballot with the candidate
labels obscured (recall that in an election, the candidates
need not be human – they merely refer to the options pre-
sented to the voter). The lower image (c) is the one the
human auditor actually sees. Here the voter choices have
been randomly shuffled so that the human interpretation is
based entirely on the visible marks (including other marks
made by the voter on the same page), without any informa-
tion about the actual choices the voter has made.

Also shown in the lower screen snapshot in Figure 5 is
an enlarged closeup view of the mark that is currently under
the cursor. This is provided as a aid to the human judge in
interpreting the mark. The judge can indicate a vote/no-vote
decision by clicking on the mark in question. As seen in the
figure, several marks have already been annotated as votes;
these appear with red outlines.

Semi-automating the processing of election recounts
could address one of the most pressing and well-publicized
issues in moving to paper support for electronic voting.
While RES, the Remote Encoding System (human encod-
ing of postal address images), has been an economic suc-
cess for the U.S. Postal Service, we must take into account
the additional legal and social constraints imposed in the
case of elections. Whether an approach like the one we are
proposing would be accepted as a replacement for the cur-
rent (flawed) social process is a question we plan to explore.

5. Homogeneous Class Display

Manually processing large quantities of ballot images in
an audit or recount is a tedious and error-prone activity. An-
other area of our investigation is to explore approaches to
facilitate detecting errors in machine or human interpreta-
tion of ballot images.

Our idea designed to verify automated mark sense counts
is inspired by long-established methods of OCR verifica-



(a) Original ballot image.

(b) Candidate labels obscured.

(c) Voter’s selections randomly shuffled within races.

Figure 5. Unbiased visual auditing.

tion, homogeneous class display (HCD). Here the isolated
images where a mark was registered as a vote are grouped
for display. The images where a mark was not registered
are similarly grouped. The positive marks are displayed in
groups of, say, 64 (= 8× 8) simultaneously, and the human
operator is asked to note any discrepancies. The negative
instances are displayed in similar groupings, and again the
operator will notate any perceived discrepancies. This is
depicted in the BallotTool screen snapshot Figure 6, where
several potential recognition errors are evident on quick ex-
amination.

In a real application, spurious marks can also be intro-
duced to assess operator error rate. (In some OCR service
bureaus, the operators are notified of the presence of artifi-
cial errors in order to keep them alert.) HCD is, in principle,
a very fast and convenient method of verifying automated
counts, but it cannot be accepted without experimental evi-
dence of its accuracy.

Following the practice of the postal RES, we intend to
conduct variations on HCD that include displaying only tar-
gets that were not classified as marked or blank with very

Figure 6. Homogeneous class display.

high confidence. Experience with high-accuracy financial
OCR and MICR (magnetic ink character recognition) indi-
cates that reject/error ratios of the order of 100:1 or even
1,000:1 are necessary to achieve acceptable levels of un-
detected errors at the election precinct level. Since errors
within a ballot are correlated, a more sophisticated reject
strategy can be based on the confidence level of multiple
marks on the same ballot.

Using synthetically generated (albeit artificially de-
graded) ballots avoids tedious ground-truthing. But we can
still compare human accuracy on the paper ballots them-
selves with human accuracy on their images as a function
of ballot quality, scan resolution, inspection speed, display
size, and display quality. The resulting information should
be extremely valuable for election planning and commercial
development of improved voting machinery.

Auditing elections through electronic images of the pa-
per trail offers certain benefits over auditing the paper trail
itself. The main advantage is that image-based auditing can
be done by physically separated election inspectors in par-
allel. Furthermore, it is also infinitely repeatable because
the electronic image is preserved intact. While it might be
argued that only the paper ballot itself is worthy of trust
given the recent attacks demonstrated on electronic voting
systems, this post-processing step could be developed inde-
pendently of the proprietary positions taken by commercial
vendors and hence is amendable to an open source model
that would permit public scrutiny of the required software
and hardware. Whether such auditing would prove accept-
able to voters is a key question that we plan to examine on
the social sciences side of our project.

These experiments are intended to demonstrate that the
proposed procedures can guarantee the absence of system-
atic bias, and to determine how many duplicate inspections
are required to reduce the expected number of random er-



rors to any pre-specified level that is acceptable.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented our BallotTool sys-
tem which is designed to support a multi-institution, cross-
disciplinary research project examining issues that arise
when paper ballots are used in elections. While sharing
some common traits with other document analysis appli-
cations, ballot processing is in many ways unique. We dis-
cussed some of the special constraints raised in reading bal-
lots as opposed to more general document images, and de-
scribed our approaches to several important problems, in-
cluding eliminating human bias in the auditing of ballots
and facilitating the detection of machine recognition errors.
Current results can be found on the PERFECT website [22].
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